
The employee listening
and wellbeing platform

Introducing



Companies need to understand the day-to-day experiences and individual contexts of their
employees.

They need to move upstream on matters of wellbeing to spot individuals at risk of burnout
before pressures become harmful. 

They need better tools to help them listen to their workforce.

The world has changed.  The way we work, where we work, how we manage people, and what people expect
of their employer has all changed dramatically in just two years.

What it means to be a great employer or manager has changed, and that means your managers need better
tools to help them understand and respond to employee needs and feedback.  

Harkn addresses these challenges; helping you listen to your workforce, giving everyone a voice, providing
you with real-time feedback, valuable data, and, most importantly, early warning on employee well-being
(both individual and collective).



Our freeform approach, combined with anonymity, create the kind of safety that gives
everyone a voice and results in people sharing things they otherwise wouldn't, giving
you critical insights about your people, their context, and workplace experience.  

You hear more of what matters1

2 You see wellbeing issues earlier
Harkn continuously monitors changes in patterns that suggest risk or concern, giving your managers peace of
mind about their people. Meaning it's one less thing to worry about and allowing them to focus on positive
change rather than crisis management.

Innovation is about finding solutions to real-life problems, and our workplaces are full of real-life problems to
be solved. Comments shared by colleagues on a daily basis represent an endless source of ideas and
opportunities to start new things, stop things that no longer serve you, and do more of the things that are
working currently, and our Action Centre helps you put them to work together. 

Employee-driven innovation begins3

Harkn uses a simple daily check-in
routine that yields compelling results.



The Wall is an anonymous, interactive, safe space for
employees to share what they're experiencing on a
day-to-day basis.

Allow your people to guide the action.  Anyone can highlight the
things they're concerned about and the subjects that need
attention.  We're all responsible for our culture.

We all own our culture

Sharing difficult experiences and receiving support, care and
assurance from our colleagues in response is a beautiful
reminder that we matter and, in the process, reaffirm our
connection with colleagues.

A sense of belonging and connection

Sharing feedback or personal context anonymously with the
company gives everyone a voice - interactive features (action,
flags, reactions, replies), ensure they feel heard.

Listening and being heard

Ensuring that you hear more of what matters.



Protected by anonymity, people share
things they otherwise wouldn't -
making Harkn the start-point for many
wellbeing interventions.

Harkn is a safe space

1 The Wellbeing Centre is a case management tool for
wellbeing.  Anonymous packages of data (recent history)
enable agents to evaluate risk and take appropriate action. 
Communicate directly with anyone they're worried about
without ever compromising the subject's identity or privacy

Our Wellbeing Centre provides the
earliest insight and makes it
actionable32 Algorithms constantly monitor data for signs of

people struggling. The Flag feature on the Wall
lets anyone highlight a comment they're
worried about, turning your whole company
into a sentinel for wellbeing issues and causes.

Turns your whole company
into a wellbeing sentinel

Harkn allows you to see the warning signs of people
struggling long before they represent crisis

4
Harkn constantly monitors changes in data patterns that may
suggest risk or concern.  Not only giving your managers
peace of mind about their people but creating the capacity to
focus on positive change rather than crisis management.
Plus, we provide all-important evidence about what's working
and what's not.

Provides peace of mind, space to
focus on the future, and all-
important evidence of what works

Giving managers the opportunity
to intervene and prevent burnout.



You can capture comments from The Wall and add them to
Harkn's Action Log.

Here you can keep track of what you're working on, gather
more information, group similar themes, and update
colleagues on progress.

As you work on issues and ideas, you can link your activity to
our events tracking module, letting you monitor the
effectiveness of any initiative or intervention.

Harkn's Action Centre allows you to capture and utilise
employee comments from the daily check-in routine
Innovation isn’t only about moonshots 

Innovation is about finding solutions to real-life problems, and our
workplaces are full of real-life problems to be solved.  Harkn can
help you spot these problems (or shall we call them opportunities?).

Creating an endless innovation funnel for business
improvement opportunities.

stories that highlight things that we want to do differently
processes that aren't working
behaviours that aren't conducive to positive teamwork
things that are working well but not widely adopted 
examples of our values being lived or ignored
... and on and on

Comments shared by your colleagues on a daily basis represent a
potentially endless source of ideas and opportunities to start new
things, stop things that no longer serve you, and do more of the
things that are working currently



Harkn offers a layered suite of reports and live dashboards that support the
different needs of your people leaders.

In-the-moment data offers real-time insight into team reaction to planned and
emergent change. 

Harkn monitors data patterns for signs of distress or decline in individual team
members, alerting you to potential issues before they represent crisis.

Harkn includes pulse and bespoke survey features that provide
additional opportunities to listen to your people and utilise their
insights

Our pulse survey feature allows you to add a few additional questions to the daily check-
in routine to gather further insights.

Pulsing in this way means you're able to see the progress you're making, as well as the
effects of critical events, changes and decisions throughout the year.

Our bespoke survey feature allows you to target specific populations with timebound
surveys.

Our suite of live dashboards and analysis tools supports your
managers with insights about their people. 

Harkn is a complete solution for understanding life
inside your company  



Harkn can help you see and hear more.

Harkn helps bring to light
important issues that

might not otherwise have
been seen

It's often hard to know how our people are feeling... this
year has been particularly difficult for everyone.

Introducing Harkn has meant we can see clearly how our
people are doing and hear directly how everyone feels

about the changes we're having to make... I find it
incredibly helpful

Harkn is a game-changer
when it comes to listening to

our workforce

It's a workplace culture and wellbeing tool
like no other. 

Every day I check Salesforce to see how
the business is doing, and Harkn to see

how our people are doing



You can book a demo directly on our website:
https://harkn.com/

 
Or contact us to arrange a meeting to find out more:
hello@harkn.com
+44 (0)1285 860359

Harkn is owned and presented by Happiness Lab Limited. Registered office 3 Sandpool Farm, Oaksey Road, Cirencester, GL7 6EA.
Registered in England and Wales No. 07159084. 

If you've made it this far you must've seen
something interesting... but you've probably got
some questions.

Why don't we talk?


